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The Authenticity of the Twelve Tables

THK recent attack which has been made on the antiquity or
authenticity of the Twelve Tables is the issue of two

tendencies of investigation. The one has been directed by a belief
in the insecurity of the evidence for early Roman history as
furnished by the extant records, even by the Fasti; the other
springs from a conviction, furnished by the comparative history
of institutions, that the law of Rome ought at an early stage of
its history to reproduce the primitiveness of form and conception
which is revealed by the institutions of other infant civilisations,
but of which little trace is discernible in her own. The first type
of criticism is represented by the work of Ettore Pais,1 the second by
that of Edouard Lambert; ' but the two types are far from being ex-
clusive of one another. There are many points at which they meet,
the chief and most vital of these being a profound disbelief in the
view taken by the Romans of the antiquity of their own state. It is,
in fact, the belief in the modernity, and the consequent fanciful rises,
of Roman historical literature as a whole, the unknown as well as
the known, that is necessarily assumed by a critic who, like Fais,
credits the annalists of Rome with the power not merely of supply-
ing the gaps left by the ignorance of detail, but of creating the

1 Ftb, Stona d* Roma, 1808, 1809.
• I*mb*rt, La Quotum <U VAxUhtntidU da XII TabUt tt la A**ala Maximi,

1903; L'HiMtoirt TraditkmmMOM da XII Tail* Mt Ut OriUra fhtutkaUiciU da
TradUvMM m UtagM de*M PBeoU dt Mommun, 1908; La Ftmctim dm Droit Cwil
Ocmpart (1900), pp. 800-718.
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2 THE AUTHENTICITY OF Jan.

material events which fill centuries of her imaginary life; and the
critic is generally able to point to the precise circumstance of
suspicion which leads to his belief in the special fabrication, and
sometimes to the historical fact or institution which auggested the
invention. The favourite hypothesis by which Pais exhibits the
existence of the real void and its imaginary supplement is that of
the duplication, or it maybe triplication, of personalities and events.

This method, when applied to a history of the Twelve Tables, re-
sults in the transference of the decomviral legislation to the close of the
fourth century (812-804) B.C. The justification for the transference
is the identification of Appius Claudius the censor with Appius
Claudius the decemvir, the publication of legal forms by the scribe
Cn. Flavius being regarded as merely an alternative form of the de-
wmviral tradition. For the external evidence for this view we have,
besides the inconsistencies in the details which concern the compo-
sition and publication of the Tables, the cardinal fact that there
was in tradition a real doubt about the difference between the work
of Flavius and the work of the decemvirate, and that the learned of
Cicero's day were putzled by the resemblance between the two
epochs of reform. The internal evidence reposes partly on a sense,
which few can fail to feel, of the gradual growth of the legiilatkm
found in the Twelve Tables, a growth which, as the author says,
is the result of the fusing of the rude national law with the more
civilised dispositions of Greek culture, but mainly on the view that
the provisions of the Tables presuppose conditions posterior to
those of the middle of the fifth century. The first of these im-
pressions can cause distrust only in the minds of those who dis-
believe that Borne had had a long history before the traditional
epoch of the decemviral legislation, and was touched by Greek
influences at an early period of her career. The second we will
reserve for a later examination, for it is as well to consider the
indictment of the authenticity of the Tables as a whole.

Lambert differs from Pais in two important points. He holds
that the ftnftchrpniHmp which the latter professes to have discovered
are in many respects unreal, and he reproaches the historian with
the excessive antiquity which he attributes to the collection known
ultimately as that of the Twelve Tables. In giving a risurrU of
Lambert's own views I shall state them in the order in which they
appear in his chief work dealing with this subject,' although this
may not prove the order best suited to a detailed examination of
their validity.

The very fact of such early codification as that prefigured in
the Twelve Tables is objected to; it is out of accordance with the
tendencies usually observed in historical civilisations. We have to
face the traditions of a dual publication of the civil code and a dual

1 LaQtmtumdsrAuUwiticUidHXIITatitMttUtAmaUtUaximu
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1906 THE TWELVE TABLES 8

publication of the calendar. A sane historical method demands
that the evidence for such an event as the decemviral legislation
should be examined with reference to the date at which each of the
items of testimony was composed. "When we examine the evidence
for the publication of this code, we find that its actual publication
is spoken of only for times anterior to the Gallic invasion. There
is no tradition of its reconstitution after the burning of Borne by the
Gauls-4 Even when we reach the zenith of the literary period of
Borne there is still no mention of the code. It is not referred to
by Plautus, Terence, Cato, or Lucilius. On the other hand, the
literary productions of the end of the Bepublic and of the Principal
teem with references to the decemviral legislation. The Twelve
Tables first begin to dawn upon human knowledge in connexion
with the name of their great interpreter, Sextus Aelius Paefcus. It
may be regarded as doubtful whether Paetos gave the ordinances this
name or regarded the body of law on which he commented as the
work of decemvirs; but there can be no doubt that the philologist
Lucius Aelius StQo knew it under the name that was soon to become
familiar. Cassius Hemina and Sempronius Tuditanus were also
acquainted with this name. We may therefore draw the tentative
conclusion that the tradition appears at the soonest towards the be-
ginning of the second century, but that already by the end of
the same century it had gained universal acceptance.

The most effective method of exhibiting the unjustifiable
character of the belief in the reality of the decemviral legislation
is to contrast the acceptance universally accorded to it by the
leaders of modern thought in the domain of Roman history with
their almost universal rejection of the very similar compilation
known as the Leges Regiae. But why this difference of treat-
ment ? The Royal Laws are attributed to a primitive Papirius,
aa the Twelve Tables to primitive decemvirs. Our knowledge of
both systems rests on the same authorities—Livy, Dionyaius,
PompoDiofl. Tet eminent modern scholars believe that the author
of the Ltgtt Regiae as a code was one Graniua Flaccus, a contem-
porary of Caesar. Why should not Paetus have occupied the same
place in the decemviral myth ? Why should not the first publisher
and commentator of the Twelve Tables be in reality their compiler ?
The only marked difference between the two cases is that the
legend of the pontiff Fapirius is less perfect than that of the
decemvirate, because it was more lately formed. But even the
latter legend shows great imperfections in detail, and a list of
inconsistencieB in the accounts of the decemvirate given by our

* Tin tndhlcxi of ftreeonctmetkmprMtrrtd bjlArj(ii. 1, 10: 'In primli
u> legta—nut totem m* daodadm Ubol** at qoMdun nfiM tagM—oanqulri . . .
limiimit') 1* dinllowod bj I*mb«rt (p. 7), txetait b* ragudi th» tmaathentie
nhtnurtw of th« Leg** Rtgia* w prortd.
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4 THE AUTHENTICITY OF Jan

authorities can easily be drawn up. If from matter we pass to
style, we find that the phraseology of the Tables bears hardly any
resemblance to that of extant Roman lawn. Its style is not that
habitual to the legislator, it is the style rather of the traditwnnitU
and the prophet. And what are we to Bay about the Latinity of this
fifth-century code ? Ite vocabulary is that of the age of Flautus,
and there are hardly any of its inflexions which can be used to
illustrate genuinely antique forms.

In the face of such damning evidence why hare historians
pinned their faith to the decemvirate? The reason is that the
names of the decemvirs are mentioned in the Fasti. But the
credit of the Fatti rests on that of their supposed source, the
pontifical tablets known, ultimately as the Annalet Maximi, If an
investigation of the character of this compilation revealed its
intrinsic credibility, we might be forced to accept the existence of
the decemvirate, and the existence of this body would seem to imply
the reality of the code of which it is deemed the author. But
what does investigation actually reveal ? It shows that the ponti-
fical annals formed a work more voluminous than Livy's, a work
which professed to give information of mythical times, was tinged
with Greek legend, and quoted the poet Heeiod. If the Twelve
Tables rest on the decemvirate, the decemvirate on the Fasti, and
the Fasti on the AwxaUs, we can only say that this towering
structure rests on a foundation which is rotten to the core.
It is from such considerations that Lambert draws his con-
clusions, which may be summarised in three paragraphs of hii
own: ' The attribution of the redaction of the Twelve Tables to
the decemvirs of 460 and 451 doee not rest on more solid bases than
the attribution of the Leges Regiac to Bomulus and Numa,'
' The tame presumptions which permit us to suspect that G rani us
Flaccos might bave been the redactor of the compilation called Ins
Papirianun seem to designate more sharply still Sextus AeliosFaetus
as the author of these Boman institute* couiumthrs which have
come down to us under the name of the Law of the Twelve Tables,'
'We are in presence of brocards or maxims of jurisprudence,
certainly archaic but perhaps of unequal antiquity/ which have
only been formed into a single compilation and attained a
permanent written form towards the beginning of the second
century/

It will be convenient, in an examination of these views, to deal
first with the somewhat adventitious elements of the Leges Regia*
and the AnnaUs Maximi. The reasoning connected with the first of
theee (or at least the form in which it is presented) is characteristic

* Lambert In L'Hitioirt TraittioiauiU, p. 16, admit* nun fully than In hi* oibar
warki on th» tablet UM pottJbflitj of pnetdlng, but Urn cxtcniiTe, JarUUe eom-

u lying it tin bub of tfat Tvtln
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190S THE TWELVE TABLES 5

rather of the pleader than of the savant. It may be termed an
argumentum ad tcholan^ and, like all arguments that strive to
convince an individual or a school of inconsistency, is dependent
for its force on the correctness of the position assumed by the
individual or school for the conclusion admitted and used as a lever
by its opponent. Yet, as there is some real resemblance between
the histories of the sacred and secular codes of Rome, a con-
sideration of the evidence on which the former rests is not
inappropriate to the present subject. Some of the Royal LawB are
cited (evidently from written sources) by Cicero; • but Dionysius
is the first to state the fact that they were compiled by the early
pontiff Papirius/ The «u Papirianum (in one case a Lcz
Papiria) is further mentioned by writers ranging from the second
to the fifth century JLD.—Pomponius, Paulua, Macrobius, and
Servius. Paulus mentions a certain Granius Flaccus, whom we have
reason to regard as a contemporary of Caesar,1 as defining the word
pdUx in Ubro de tur« Papiriano.* From the circumstance that
Papirius is first mentioned in authors later than Granius it has
been inferred that this commentator was really the first redactor of
this code of pontifical law.1' It is very questionable whether this
assumption is justified by the facts. To Cicero and his con-
temporaries the code was a living thing, the laws of the kings, on
the same level of reality as the laws of the decemvirs; the
personality of the ancient redactor was a matter of no importance.
On the other hand the personality was of importance to a Greek
historian of the monarchy like Dionyfliua, or to later jurists to whom
the compilation was an inert mass of iu$ Papirianum. When a
work has become the prey of scholarship its author assumes as much
importance as its contents, a process which we shall observe at
work in the methods of reference to the Twelve Tables. The slight
reference to Granius as the author of a book De lure Papiriano
does not necessarily imply that Granius arranged or rearranged
this code, still lees that he invented Papirius. The invention of a
personality by an author is always a hazardous hypothesis, and it
is rendered particularly hazardous in this case by the fact that
Dionysiufl, who came to Rome perhaps during the lifetime of

• D% B#p. iL U, 9S, T. 8, 8 ; D* L*g. H. 10, M. ' Dtonym. ill SO.
• Ounorlnns (D* Di* NaL lii. 3) edUs Granlm Fl*oco» ' in Ubro qo*m ad O u a n m

de InrHfitamfntti icrlptam rvliqalt.'
• Paalm In Dig. M, 16,144.
** Mamnuen **• rtrj aatkms ID his treatment of thti tnbJMt He did not

titribat* tin erottion of tiu cod* to O n n i u FIMCOA, although ha held thii i t w u t
prlTmU work of oomptnttrtl; L&U dito, and thought that JtutifiaW* doobia n n
txtmMod by the tact that the history of the nligtoai ©diet breakn off after the burning
of Bom* bj the Gaols, and raddtnly rsappean under Ca««ar (Staaitr. i i 43). Hi
perhaps oreremphaslMd the rtov of ita toppTewdop after th* Qallk oonftagratlon.
l i r j (ri 1) doM not mj that th« htga R*pa* *tr» inppiw^i, but onlj that ' qua*

. . ad «cra n*rtln*b*nt . . .
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6 THE AUTHENTICITY OF Jan.

Gr&nius,11 accepts Papirius as an historical character of the early
Republic. Bat, even if we suppose that Granius rearranged the
laws and assigned them to their respective kings, the analogy of
the attribution of the Twelve Tables to the decemvirs is rather
that of the assignment of the Royal Laws to kings, or even to the
pontifical college of the early Republic, than of their assignment to
special monarchs. We may grant the possibility of the resem-
blance of the history of this compilation to that imagined by
Lambert for the Twelve Tables in certain particulars. The
ordinances may not be all of the same date, although none can be
shown to have arisen in what is generally considered the historical
epoch, and the compilation may have been subject to more than
one redaction; but the genuinely antique character of the Legs*
Regiae must remain an unquestioned facfc. They reveal scarcely
a thought that could have crept in in later times.11 The view
of marriage ia the ancient view of the Roman hierarchy, not
that of the civil law; the death penalty inflicted on a woman
for drinking wine, the sacrifice to the infernal gods of the man
who sells his wife, belong to a prehistoric age. That these
pontifical ordinances should have remained nnwritten for oenturies
is inconceivable : it is almost aa incredible that they should have
been unattached to the names of the kings at a very early date.
What pontiff first saw to their redaction, whether his name WM
really Papirius, are questions of minor importance. In default of
evidence to the contrary we must assume the truth of the view that
.was current in the time of Augustus, If we accept this view, the
important fact revealed by theae Royal Laws is the existence of a
written compilation (if it cannot be called a code) anteriorly to the
epoch of the decemvirs. The language of this compilation has of
course passed through the crucible of scholars and scribes, and its
original diplomatic tenor has been almost wholly lost11

The Aimale* Maximi, to which we now turn, have a more
intimate connexion with, the history of the Twelve Tables, in so far
as we are no longer in the region of analogy but of possible,
although it must be admitted very doubtful, testimony. Their
importance in this question is threefold: for, if they go back to the
fifth century, first they exhibit the use of writing on a tolerably

11 Dionjilui (L 7) lUte* that he came to Italy at the CIOM of th* OITH n i In the
mkldl* of tb* 187ih olympiad—that U, about 30 »•&

11 The mention of tb* largam of tuns cae in th* law about the tpoUa. opima
(Fertna, p. 180) Is th* only probabk ' modemijatloo ' in thij oode. Bat the qawtion
of the antiquity of the a* U a diipated one; M* below, p. 18. Th*Te ii nothing
niii—ulljr mniiiii ii in th* ordinance against th* threefold mJe of the son, for th* L*gm
Btgio* do not amneet ft with adoption. I*mb*rt (L'Histoin TrodituxvuU*, p. 20)
obj«U to the reference* to th* popular aoomhUm. Whether this be an anaohronlim
or not, it U certainlj not an o b r k u or pronble ana,

u Th« lmparatJr* to ' Si nonts, •wra dlrii parentmn •fiod' (Featai, p. 250) ihowi
the onJj antique tana which th* axtant law> preaenr*.
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1906 THE TWELVE TABLES 7

extensive scale for official purposes, and thus render easier the
acceptance of a written code of law; secondly, they most have
mentioned both the decemvirate and the code ; thirdly, they may
be the source of the extant Fasti. If we acoept the very probable
conclusions of recent scholars, such as Seeck and CichorinB, the
Annalt* had their origin in the annually exhibited tabula pontifici*
rnaximi, which was none other than the calendar ;14 certain events,
such as eclipses, prodigies, droughts, were entered under the dates
at which they ocourred, and the object of these entries was of a
wholly religious or priestly character and closely connected with
the pontifical ritual." The names of the eponymous magistrates of
the year would almost certainly have appeared at the head of the
table, and it seems that in later timee the year of the city was given
as well.16 With the course of time the entries became fuller;
triumphs, expeditions, elections were mentioned; and it was
such scattered notices, not a continuous priestly chronicle, that
became the sole source of information for the earliest annalists.
Even when an historical literature existed in Borne the annual
publication of the tables was still continued, and it was not until
the pontificate of P. Mucius Scaevola, consul in 138 B.C. and
pontifex maximus probably from about 129 B.C.,17 that this task
was finally surrendered.19 The cessation of the issue of the tables
may be set between the years 129 and 114 B.C, the latter year
being the lateet to which the life of Scaevola is held to have been
prolonged.1' The tables were ultimately to be found in a collected
edition of eighty books,10 and it was doubtless to this compilation
that the name Annulet Maximi was given, the lesser annals from
which it was distinguished being those of the private historio-
graphers.11 We are not told who was the author of this
compilation, but it may have been effected under the supervision of
Scaevola himself.

The two questions of most importance in connexion with
these annals are, first, what was the period covered by this
great work, and secondly, what was the type of its contents ?
They are questions of very different import for the history of
the Twelve Tables. With respect to the first question, it has been
held, in consequence of a statement of Cicero, that the earliest
recorded eclipse was that of 6 June circa 850 JLU.C. (404 B.0.),*1

11 8#eck, Dis Ealmdtriaf$l dtr PonUflcu, p. 64.
u aehorioi in Pialj-Wloow*. R*ai-Sne. I. M47 foU,
" Dvmju L 74. Of. Okhorim, Lc
" Tbe enat d*ie of the dmih of bli pndeecsor, Setpio Kuic*, U not known.

Niric* beauni pontifu m*Tfaim in ISO, bat died ibortlj afUrwwdj in Ail*.
" Oc Dt Or. ii. 13, 63. rt Peter, Hist Rom. fl*Ufi. p. xniL
» Smrr. In A**. LB7!, « Ctoborim, Lc
• Ofe. D* Rtp. L 16, 15. 8 M Beeek, op. dL pp. 76, lid fall. Cio.ro mxj hen

bnplj, slthoiijh h* doei not lUta, thai this wu tin flnt recorded edlpw. Ht
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8 THE AUTHENTICITY OF Jan.

that the extant Annsles con Id only have extended a little beyond
that period—a view which has been naturally brought into
connexion with the Gallic conflagration, bnt can only be held if we
believe that Cicero's statement that the information furnished by
the annals covered the period ab initio rerum Romanarum n refers
not to the record extant in hie day, but to the methods of the
record an a whole, and also if we neglect (as it has been often held
that we should) the statement by one of the Augustan historians
that the interregnum after the death of Romulus was mentioned in
some pontifical work." It is clear that, if we adopt the view that
the tables stopped short somewhere about the dose of the fifth
century, they may not have reached the period of the decemvirate,
although there U a possibility of other epigraphic records, con-
taining at least the names of magistrates, which may be the basis
of the extant Fasti. But controversy as to the credibility of the
Annals has chiefly gathered round two other points—the enonnons
sixe of the work and the extant quotations from its contents. It
has been calculated that, if the Annals did not go much beyond the
year 850 A.D.O., it treated only three to tour years in a single book,
whereas Livy treats five to six ; if it vent back to the beginning of
the Bepublic, it treated four to five years per book, whereas Livy
treats six to seven.1* This diffusenew of treatment seems at first
sight to imply the absorption of legendary elements, and such
absorption seems to be indicated by such a citation from the
Anncde* as that made by Gellius." But one fact may be taken as
certain, and that is that the compiler of the Annalet did not
actually fuse the dry contents of the pontifical Tabulae with
legendary matter drawn from Hellenic or other sources. A work
in which this was done would have been the leading history of
Borne, which would have made its author famous,17 which would
have been freely drawn on by later historians, and whioh would
fr:vG been lively and pleasing in contents if not in style. The
facts, on the contrary, are that the compiler or compilers of the
Annalet remain unknown, that the only authors known to have had
an independent knowledge of the work are Cicero, Atticus, and
Verrius,1* and that the jejune character of the early historiography
is dwelt on by Cicero.** There seem to be bnt two alternative

thii it m one oo which tha c«Jonl*iJtm of «trli<r •olipwi vai bued. TTM
for the jmr mentioned in thii puMft i n ibo not quit* Mrtain.

" Oio. D» Or. IL II, 6S. « Vita Toe. L L

" ir. i, fi. G*lHtu htrs g ir« the story which txpltini th* aphorism
eooslliam oonjoltori peahnmn wt.' For th« dticnttion whioh h u gmthtred round
tht qa«*tlon whether tha at* af amtnlior in thii •eme Ii rmilj antlqa* I M Bftahalcr
in Rhtim. Mtu* N.F., xlL p. B. OWwrinm, U^ I*mb«rt, p. 48 foil

n CHohorin*, U. • Ibid.
** E r a mptai from the qoostion wb*thcr uumhu thonH noi bo nad tor i*cu»dimt

In (Ho. D* L+j- L 9, 0, Uu crOifai of the oontenti or rijle of all th# milj hlctorto-
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190B THE TWELVE TABLES 9

hypotheses which can'explain the difficulty. 'One rests on the
that Geliins had Been the work and cite* correctly. In this case
the mythical element was appended to, but was not taken up into,
the work. In other words, Scaevola, if we suppose him to be the
compiler, had in the publication of the pontifical Tabulae followed
the method of treatment adopted by Aelius Paetua in his edition of
the Twelve Tables, and published a text of the Tabulae with a
commentary. This explanation, however, is rendered improbable
by the fact that the author of such a work Bhonld have been as
well or perhaps better known than Paetus, and that later
historians would almost certainly have drawn freely from so rioh a
source. The second hypothesis rests on the assumption that the
mythical element which is found in Gellius'B citation, and in those
of authors of a less degree of value, can be explained away. If
this were possible, few would be willing to deny assent to the
brilliant hypothesis of Cichorius that the AnnaUt Maxvmi were
neither more nor less than the actual calendar tables of the
pontifices, and that these tables were put together with not a day
eliminated. Even those days on which nothing occurred stared
the weary reader in the face. Such a work would certainly hate
the jejune character attributed to the Annals .by Cicero, and would
successfully frighten away any later historian in search of the
picturesque.

A great deal has been made of the supposed mythical element in
the Annalet Maximi in connexion with the decemvirate, but really
this mythical element is as nothing in comparison with the doubt
whether the AnwxUt Maxxmi extended beyond the close of the fifth
century.10 The mythical element might have given colour and detail,
but could it have given a list of decemvirs ? « On the other hand, if
the AnnaUt began much latex than 450 B.C., we can assign no
origin to the names of the decemvirs in the Fasti. The source of
this portion of the Fatti is, and seems likely to remain, a closed
book. A feeble attempt to open it has been made by supposing
that the compilers of the Fatti in the Augustan period used the
Annalis of Atticus—a little book that happens to be known out of
perhaps many others of the same type. From the descriptions

gr»phy 1J dwtlt on in this puafl i . Cf. D» Or. \L 12, M, whom, after spatting of th*
AWHOIM Mawimi, ha say1 : ' Hanc similltndin«ni •eribendi malt! sacuti mnt, qal tin*
allii ornvnmUi monument* solam temporam, homlnam, locorum, gtsUxumqat
remm reHquaTunV

•» The doubt mart ba bu*d chJtflj on tin b«lltf in thair destruction daring tba
burning af Bom*, for tba arideooa famlthod bj the eclips* o* SCO is vary doubtful.
Sea »bor», pp. 7, 8.

" Tbfl critics r*rj in their riew of the hiitorio*l suggestion vbieh tbe; btUav* to
und«rii« tba mythical doMmrlnt*. Piis (Storia di Eoma, L 1, p. M l ) thinks of tb«
D*XMVM litiim* tudieandit, Lunbert (L'Hiftotr* Traditk*m*iU, pp. US, 133) of tba
dtcamrlnl oommlsxkcis appodnUd for tb« prorincss and of tbe D*e*wavi taeru
fachmdi*.
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10 THE AUTHENTICITY OF Jan.

of Cicero and Nepos (if indeed they are referring to the same work)"
Atticufl'a book teems to have been a summary review of the history
of Eotne and of other peoples with which the city WES brought into
contact," in a very small compass, with an appendix containing
genealogical tables. There may h»ve been lees Boman history in
it than there is in the epitome of Velleiofl. The scholara of the
Augnrfan period were set to ransack the archives for the purpose of
compiling the Fcuti, and we are asked to believe that they found
the chief satisfaction for their curiosity in scanning the pages of a
small universal history. The other, more professedly genealogical
works of Afcticus " may sometimes have served their purpose; but
it is useless to disco as the possible bearing of each works on the
sfrnctare of the earlier portion of the Fasti.

Let us leave this region of conjecture, where doubt and confidence
aw equally misplaced, for the more solid subject of the manner in
which writers of the Ciceronian and later periods regarded the
history of the Twelve Tables. The gravest point of all is that
which touches the character of the work ascribed respectively to
the decemvirs of the middle of the fifth century and to the scribe
Cn. Flavins of the close of the fourth. It has sometimes been
maintained that Flavins is credited by some of oar sources with
the publication not merely of the calendar and of the actions of
law, bnt of the body of the civil law itself. If this interpretation
is correct, it would seem to follow that the Romans were unable to
fix the epoch of the codification of their law within a period of a
century and a half. But it is very questionable whether this
interpretation is justified. As a rule brief and less specific accounts
of an event given by some authorities must be interpreted in terms
of longer and more specific accounts by others. When Livy says
that Flavins cm& iw, repontum inpenetralitnuponQ/icum, evvlgamt,u

his words must be interpreted in terms of those accounts which
speak of this scribe as revealing the forms of action." lary, who
has already described the work of the decemvirs, certainly does not
himself believe that the substantive law of Borne was at this time

" Oiotro'i rafsrtooM to UWJ work are u follow* : ' lite omntm rornm uumorkm
bnrlUr at . . . ptrdillgenWr ccanpIcDj a t ' {Brut 8, 14), ' Ilk TWO et nova . . .
mIM qaldem malU «t wm atQlt*±*m, qajjn reqnirebun, at *xpliatti* ordJnibaj
tarapanun ano hi oocupeota amni* Ytdenm' (ibid. 4, tt). Ntpoi (AtOout, 18, 1)
thai dvcribai th« MitoriotU letirlt; of Attkat: ' Bnmmm . . . fait . . . uttqal-
UH» actfior; qu*m ad*o diligentw h*tmit eognltun at Mm totun In so roJamiiu
expomertt quo migUtnUai ordliHTit. ND11» entm lex « q w pax n*qo« boihnn naqiM
m tUastrii a*t popail Rom, q u a ooo in «o rao tempor* dt ooUU, et , . . iio funili*-
roffl origlnnn Hibtezalt at ex eo clmrarmn rliantm propagliMa p o d mm oogDOKnre.'
Tbmt p t m ^ H ut) bo4h tnatod u nsfefrlng to the Annmlts of Attfcro In Taafftl-
Bohvab*, Gns*. dsr rOm, LiL § 171 (b).

- Ola. Omtor, M, 12a M Nepo., Ati. 18, 8,
* Ur. ii. 40, S. Vikriui kUximoi (1L 6, t) foUowi lh. uxwant of Urj.
- OW. D* Or 1. 41, 1S«, Ad AM. TL 1, 8; Pompon, in Dig. 1, 9, 2, 7. For •

mimxm dmlmf with On. FUTIHI ••• Booek, c5j.cii.pp, 1-M.
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1906 THE TWELVE TABLES . 11

hidden in the penetralia of the Pontijicct, and his description of
what Flavins did reveal can scarcely be called eren inaccurate. For
it not procedure a more important part of oivil law than the lifelees
letter of the code itself ? The utmost that any tradition attributes
to Flavius seems to have been the publication of the forma of action.
Some ancient sources, however, were silent on this point17 and
spoke of him only as the publisher of the calendar. It ia with
respect to this enterprise that we find a twofold difficulty. First,
was the calendar a mere record of Dies Fasti, Nefasti, and Comi-
tialea, or was it a more helpful judicial calendar giving forma of
action appropriate to certain days ? Secondly, what relation did
the publication of the calendar by Flavius bear to its previous
publication by the decemvirs ? A reader of the famous passage in
Cicero's Pro Murena may well feel that in MB account of the work
of Flavius the orator ia, rightly or wrongly, describing the publication
of aomething more than a mere record of court days." If we
believe that Flaviua published a kind of judicial vade uueum—
Actions and Calendar in one—we are rid of the difficulty of the
dual publication of the Calendar. AU that had been published by
the decemvirs was a list of court dayB. But it is a curious fact
that in a letter written thirteen years after the delivery of the Pro
Mxtrena Cicero adopts another, equally reasonable, explanation of
the dual publication. He suggests that the decemviral table which
contained the calendar had been concealed," a statement which
agrees perfectly with Levy's description of what happened after the
Gallic conflagration. There we read that, while the record of the
Twelve Tables waa collected from various sources, quae autem
ad sacra periaubani, a pont{ficibu$ maxiine, ui religions cbttrictot
haberent multitudinii animo*, suppreua.*0 Among things quae ad

m CSoero says (Lc): ' Neo vero paad nmt aoutoros On. Fkriom t^>»™ task*
protalisM aaUoneaque rnrnpninlMi'

•* (Be Pro Stw. 11, 2JJ: Potut agi lege m t m paaol quondam soisbaat: fastoi
•Him Tulgo nan habibant. Erant In magna potentia qal oonsnlobaDtnr: a qaibm
eti*m diet, Umqaun a Ohtldial*, pet*b«fcir. InTeobu Mt urlb* qnidftm On. PliTiot,
qal eornlmtm ooalos eoc&xtrit et lingulli ditfctu edUeendoi tiMtm popalo propocanit
et *h Ipdt cmaait (oaptti) larlsoansnltomm (mutit ixriianutUtu tontm) Hplentbuo
oampliariL Ittqae bmtl Oil, quod Mint TOTftL, na dtsnnn rmtkme ptmi%atA «t oognite
•ine rot optrm (Ug») agl poost, nrb i qamedam (T) oomponHnmt nt omnlbai In ntna
ip»i IntereaenL' If vtrba juasdam b the oorrMt rMding, Ooero might m a n , not
that tb* Jariiti InrenUd the Forms of Action after tb* pnblkjatkra of tb* oalTwiar
(Beaoi, op. di. p. 69), bat that they mad* them more intnoaie (Htltland in Ice) H«
wonld thai prtsappoce the pahlication of the forma. Bat th* pMngi U n u n banter
and hardly admits of teriotu Interpretation. It baa b«tn remarked (t^j. bj Kiebohx)
that any obserraot Boman might hare diaoorered tba calendar for h l t t^f Bat thli
l i tnu anrj on the nmmptlon that It was not tampered with by the pontiffs (Bari-
mann, Dtr rflwi*c*< EaUndtr, p. 118). Th« Actions too mifki hare bean dueorarad
by obftrraUon ; bat ti» prooecs «DOM h a n been diffieaH. Of. flock, op. ett. p. 8.

• Clo- Ad AU. TL 1, 8. ' Ooaltitam putaat qoodam tampon Utun friiV", at
dim aeeadl patartntar a panda.'

- U T . Ti 1,10. Cf. SehOD, I*g. dmod. (aif. rtiiq. p. 1.
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12 THE AUTHENTICITY OF Jan.

tacra pertinebant the pontiffs might well have included the calendar.
And we may suggest another motive for its suppression in its
possibly obsolete character. A calendar issued in the year 450
might have been a misleading guide for the year 888. It cannot
be said that any fundamental inconsistencies result from a
comparison of the legal reforms associated with the two great
Appii. But it cannot be denied that there was considerable
uncertainty as to the proceedings of the protege of the later Appius.
Atticus appears to have written on one occasion to Cicero in a
condition of scholarly panic, caused by the discovery of the
tradition of the dual publication of the calendar. If Flavins first
issued the calendar, must he not be anterior to the decemvirs ?
Cicero answers that Flavins was certainly later, but that, if he
himself has erred on the point, he has done so amid an ample
company.41 It does not seem that our faith in the Twelve Tables
need be seriously shaken by such doubts; for the conditions of
knowledge relative to the fact of the publication of the Tables and
the fact of the publication or republication of the Fasti were not
the same. The Tables were a permanent record of an imposing
magistracy ; but it might well have been difficult to determine how
or when the Fasti had been issued or reissued by or from the
pontifical college.

We now pass to the traditions relative to the publication of the
Tables themselves. They are represented as being on view down to
the time that Borne was sacked by the Gauls. After thai disaster
they, with the Leges Regiae and other documents, are said to have
been restored.4* Their republication on tablets of bronse is not
described, but, if the view mentioned by Cicero that the tablet with
the calendar was concealed has any foundation in fact, we have
the implication that the other tables were in some way accessible
to the public. But, apart from these traditions, we hare no
evidence for their exhibition either in Rome or in any other place
until a chance reference in Cyprian reveals the surprising fact of
their presence in the Forum at Carthage in the third century A.D.*1

It has been suggested that this venerable document was sent to
Carthage with the Augustan colony,44 and Buch an anachronistic
teat was certainly characteristic of the national and archaeological
revival of that age. The spirit that created the Fatti revived the
Twelve Tables. For could it have been more than a revival ? It
has been argued by SchoII that the moderniiation of the language
of the Tables, and what is known of the character of the work of

« CIo. Ad Att. vl 1, 8, 01. T). 1,18. « U T . T i l .
- CjprUn, BptsL ii. 4 (oiUd bj SchflU, op. oii. p. 15). It U not to c*sUAn that

ib* ptMgo of Salrtems (Dt Ovb- DH, riJL S, dtad br SchSU, op. oil p. 17) toppllM
«rM*n» for the exbteu» of the T I U M ID the Forum of 0«rlhi£e in the fifth
oratory.

" SohoU, op. at. p. 17.
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1905 THE TWELVE TABLES 18

their interpreters and commentators from the beginning of the
second oentury, show that no ancient and authentic document
could have been in existence. The later grammatici, he thinks,
borrowed from the earlier instead of appealing to an original source.41

The argument is not quite conclusive, for how few even of modern
scholars take the trouble to collate a printed inscription with its
original I Still the absence of really antique forma in the gram-
marians does moke it probable that there was no one publio and
authentic copy which was easily accessible. This discontinuance
of publication, which may go back to the early part of the second
century, may be easily explained. The Tables, never obsolete, were
yet becoming antiquated by the growth of jurisprudence. They
would have been a very misleading guide for the unassisted litigant.
The praetor's edict had taken their place in the Forum as a century
later it took their place in the schools.4# The Tables themselves,
since they required interpretation, naturally fell into the hands of
editors and of commentators, whether juristic or grammatical.
Even before this they had passed into general circulation and were
learnt by heart by schoolboys. On the whole it cannot be said
that the history of their continued existence and publication (in
forms varying with the needs of the age) presents any abnormal
difficulties. Considering the lateness of our sources of information,
we oould hardly look for much more light than we possess on their
adventures down to the beginning of the second century. From
that point onwards we can trace their history with fuller certainty
in the works of the commentators.

When the Tables had become the terror of schoolboys their
influence on literature was inevitable. Echoes of their language
can be traced in Plautus, Terence, Ennius, Lucilius.47 Yet none of
these writers speaks of the Twelve Tables. Cato, when mentioning
one of their provisions, speaks of it as being found in ltgifai§, a
reference of characteristic vagueness.41 How, it is asked, can we
account for thiB silence, as compared with the frequence of reference
to this code in the later Eepublic and the Principate, except on the
supposition that no code was known to these authors of the second
century ? The estimate of the probability that a mention of the
Twelve Tables should have occurred in the fragments of EnniuB,
Lucilius, and even Cato, is a task beyond my powers; but 1 confess
that it is surprising that no specific reference to the Twelve Tables
is to be found in Pluutus, if the code was at that time usually
designated by this name. It is unquestionably a literary surprise,

* BohOU, op. HL p. 10. OL VoJgt, XU Taftl*, I. 83 toll
w do . D* L*g. 1L tS, W: ' D U M b u m calm potri XIL, at eumtn nirrtjrinrn,

quMM iam M D K diwdt.' Cf. U. 4, 9.
« SehallT op. eit. p. 9.
* Colo, B. R. pr. L W« maj oompar* hii paixlinR anonjiaoiu refmno* to a

grt*t agrarian law itfll Tilid In hlj Um* (tp, (Hit TL [rli] , 8, 87)
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14 THE AUTHENTICITY OF Jan.

although it is not one of the first magnitude. It is by no means
comparable, for instance, to the paucity of the reference to written
characters in the Homeric poems. But may it not be th*t w i r e
here in touch with a literary fashion, explicable on historical *nd
psychological grounds ? Plautus, EnniuB, Caio, Terence w*r« all
earlier or later contemporaries of the earliest of the known com-
mon U tors, 3. Aelius Paetua The name Twelve Tables ia th«
name of a code or of a book rather than of a system of law. It ia
possible that students of the earlier period learnt the code limply
u the IUM civile of Borne—fons omni* publiei prwatique iuri*.m I t
is possible, in other words, that the influence of Faetus and other
commentators did imprint the somewhat lifeless and artificial name
Twelve Tables on what had hitherto been the living voice of
Eome'B early legislators. As in the case of the tiu Papmajwuw,
the scholarly title, which recalled definite historical associations,
may have prevailed in proportion to the waning of the living force
of the great code. We may make this concession to the influence
of the commentators without holding that they were the original
collectors, and BO far the authors, of the legal system issued under
their names.

It is to these commentators that we now turn to discover, if we
can, the justification for the kernel of Lamberf B theory of origin.
8. Aelius Faetus Catue, consul in 198 and censor in 194 B.O., is
the earliest of the interpreters of whom we have any knowledge.
He was the author of the Tripertita, a work which gave a text of
the Tables, an explanation of the text, and finally the legia actio
of which the Tables formed the basis.*0 .Next a certain Acilius or
Atilius, Burnamed Sapiens, is mentioned among the veUret inter-
preta.tl Lastly we haveL.AeliuB Stilo Praeconinus ofLanuvium,
the philologist. It is often difficult to distinguish the extant relics
of his work from thoie of his earlier namesake,11 but it is probable
that, while Acliua Paetns was mainly a juristic commentator, the
interpretation of Aelius Stilo was almost entirely philological and
grammatical." Little is known of the work of Acilius, but it
probably resembled that of Paetus more closely than that of Stilo.*4

The age of the two latter of these commentators is a question of great
importance in the literary history of the Tables, for we should wish
to he able to discover whether the traditions which may have been
started by Aelius Paetus were immediately perpetuated. Our infor-

• LIT. iiL M. » Pompon, in Dig. L 2, 3, BS.
»' Aaillai tn Cle. D* L*g. ii. U, 60; Atilnn In Pompon. U. Thi context In

docro m i n i to proT« thai Aoilhii ii mention ad as an ittlerpm of the Tablet, although
I*mb«rt doubti It {Drvit OivU Comport, p. 560).

» BchflU, op. eiL pp. 80, 81. - Jtnd. pp. S5, 36.
" Thl* ooodnckn may b* drawn from tin faeti that Pomponlai ipmki of him In

connexion -with PaMaa, and that dotro Q I W M him among the vtttrm inlerprttm.
S M Boh all, op. eit. p. M.
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1906 THE TWELVE TABLES 15

mation is unfortunately meagre, bat, as regards Acilias, the fact
that ho is reckoned among the veUrtt inUrpretcs makes it pro-
bable that he was a contemporary of Paetus, and the fact that
Pomponius mentions him after this jurist would seem to show that
he was a late contemporary. As to Aelius Stilo, the extreme data
about his life reveal him as the friend of Caelins Antipater and an
the teacher of Varro and Oioero." He seems to have reached a
great age, and may have been born about 154 B.C.,1* perhapu before
the death of Paetus. If our conclusions about Aciliua are correct
the three scholars overlapped each other. Each could be influenced
by the other's teaching. What bearing has this on the Bupposed
fiction of the Twelve Tables ? It means that a fiction consciously
or unconsciously perpetrated by Paetus was perpetuated in the full
light of knowledge and scholarship. The participation of Stilo in
the fiction is above all astonishing. This saTant commented on the
Carmen Sahara*7 yet he took a compilation by Paetus for an ancient
and authentic document. We may also remark that two learned
historians of the period were as grossly deceived as the grammarian.
Cassius Hemina (circa 146 B.C.) and 0. Sempronius Tuditanus,
consul of 129 B.O., accepted the story of the decemvirate with
implicit faith." But the most surprising fact connected with the
legend which Paetus is believed to have floated still remains to be
mentioned. The Trtpertita was not a mere memory to the later
world ; it was extant in the time of PomponiuB.** This work bore
on the face of it the fact that it contained the Twelve Tables; it is
therefore difficult to accept the view hinted at by Lambert,*0 that
Paetus himself did not give this name to his compilation. But, if
he did, we have but two alternatives before ui. One is that Paetus
invented the legend—a proceeding hardly worthy of a conmlans, a
«*#ortu#, of the greatest living student of law—a proceeding which
involves the hypothesis that the invention was accepted by Acilius
and StiJo, not to mention the fact that at the time of its perpetration
the learned Gato was in existence to protest againBt it. The recep-
tion of a recently formed legend by ignorant minds is possible ; but
the literary reception of such a legend in an age of historical
writing, scholarship, close juristic investigation, seems beyond the
bounds of probability. Our second alternative of course is that
Aelius Paetus found the tradition of the Twelve Tables and the
decemvirate and accepted it. It appears certainly to be the more
reasonable of the two.

We muBt now pasa to the difficulties which are held to be pre-
*• do. Bni. M, 205, 307; [OIc] Ad Htrtmu IT. IS, 18.
*• T«aflal-Sdi»»b©, §148. w V*rro, L.L. til 2.
- Macrob. Sat L 18, 21 : ' TudlUoM rtfcrt . . . deeemTiro*, qai dram Ubalk

AUMM addid*nint, da intara&luido popalam rofiwi Ousltu eo*dem icrlbit tactarm.'
- Potnpoc in Dig. L 2, 8, 98: ' Eirtat lllim llbw qal huoriWtar " trlpertiU." '
• La QtutiioH <U IMwlfertictii, Ac, pp. 13, 27.
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16 THE AUTHENTICITY OF Jan.

Rented by the style and the language of the Tables. As regards the
element of style, there are considerable difficulties even in consider-
ing the view that the tenor of the Tables is not the typical mode of
utterance of Boman Law. Even if we hold (as I do hold) that the
extant citations from the Tables, which form a very small part of
their known content, are not a mere nemoria technica devised for
the use of schoolboys or the public, but are genuine fragments of
the original provisions, can we be certain that they are more than
mere sentences torn from a larger context—the key sentences that
express the essence of the particular injunction or prohibition ?
Cieero's imitation of the language of the Tables in his work De
Legibut seems to prove that the type of sentence famiiinr to us
from the extant fragments was the style of the whole code as known
to him. There was an absence of relative clauses and subordinate
periods. But, for all we know, even the longer of the extant frag-
ments, Buch as those referring to jurisdiction or to testament, may
have had a considerable context of their own. Is there any means
of proving that early Boman legislation, however ample in detail,
was not of this brief, imperative type ? I can discover none. We
hare no fragment of any other law that is certainly earlier than
the third century, and the one paragraph which has been preserved
from the lex Aquilia de damno of that epoch is as simple and
straightforward as anything in the Tables, but quite insufficient,
on account of its brevity, to throw any real light on the question of
style. The Ux SUia de ponderibu* publicit differs from any extant
provision of the code in the complexity and detail of the subject
which it treats, and the one line from the Ux Atinia de usvcapione
might easily have come from the Twelve Tables." It is not until
we reach the close of the second century that we are in possession
of complicated acts of legislation ol the later familiar type, and
their appearance simply serves to raise the question whether the
style of Boman legislation had not changed in the course of ages,
whether the refinements of the legislator and the draughtsman were
not a late product of overdeveloped legal caution. But, even sup-
posing that the ponderously interwoven sentences of the later style
were always characteristic of a Koman Ux, ia there any reason why
the style of a code should resemble that of an act of parliament ?
"Would an English code reproduce the literary graces of our present
statutes ? That it need not do so is patent to any one who glances
at the crystal pages of the Oeseizbuehfar das. deutsche Reich. The
complexity of Roman statutes does not appear in the praetor's edict.
Why, then, should we demand its presence in a code ? Cicero's
legal and literary sense saw clearly that the foundations of law
must be as pregnant and pellucid as the gnomes of the Leges

•'GtH.xrfl.7. ' Qood nbruptain «iit, das rtJ utanM uurtocitu Mto.' I*mb«rt
(op. at. p. 38) r«ftrdi this u a. ' brocard jaricUqua.'
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1906 THE TWELVE TABLES 17

Eegias and the Twelve Tables. It is probable that the decemvirs
held similar view*. Had they framed j*w-breaking and mind-
Bhattering acts of parliament, which create misconceptions by the
very observance and statement of their possibility, these acta wonld
have been superseded in a few yearB. Diodorua is right in saying
that the vopoOta-ta which lived was

If from style we pass to language, and consider first the
vocabulary of the Tables, there is every reason why this vocabulary
should be praotically that of the later literary period. The interval
between the decemviral legislation and the birth of Flautus is the
interval between the reign of Queen Anne and our own day. But
even 400 years does not make much difference in the essential!
of the vocabulary of acts of parliament, as may be proved by
any one who cares to consult a statute of Henry VIII. It may be
objected, however, that such comparisons are vitiated by the fact
that literature has given a greater fixity to the language of the
modern world. Such an objection might be valid if we were not
dealing with legal language. The fiiity of legal forms, words, and
phrases in a community such as Bome was probably attained at a
very early date. As a matter of fact, however, there was infinitely
more of the antiquated and the obsolete in the Twelve Tables than
can be illustrated by our present knowledge. The proof lies in the
fact that the Tables required the philological labours of an Aelius
Stilo as well as the juristic labours of an Aelius Faetus.

On the other hand, when we pass from vocabulary to ortho-
graphy, the modernity of the Tables ia patent and undeniable.
Their philological value is almost nothing. Such late and common
form i as the final d in the ablative and imperative can no longer
be traced. We find r for the soft * between vowels, a change
which came into vogue in the fourth century.*1 The gutturals
e and j are distinguished, the old use of c surviving perhaps only
in pacunt and paeit, and even in this case it was doubted whether
the word was really connected with pango and not with paatcor.*1

Scholl observes u that the Tables are nearer than the TituU of the
Scipkw to the language of Ciceronian times, not to speak of the
horrida vitatia* of the Saliar and Arval hymns. He wisely
remarks that we cannot wonder that a religious ceremonial
(perhaps not understood by the priests theme elves) should be
preserved in a truer form than a law destined for common use.
The interpreter, the schoolmaster, and the schoolboy have in fact
brought about the inevitable changes that made for facility of
learning or citation, and perhaps the only valuable conclusion that
issues from the modernity of the form of the Tables is the view,

" Dlod. i i i Sfl. • (He. Ad Ftm. lx. 31, 2 ; Pompon. In Dig, L I, 2, M.
" Qalnct. L 6,10-11; Ter. Bc»nr. TiL 16 K.: cf. F«ttai, p. 860. » P. fl.

TOL. XX.—HO. LXXVIi. O
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18 THE AUTHENTICITY OF Jan.

already noticed, that the commentators Boon lost eight of any
antique original. The philological latenesa of the few extant
fragment* of the code is indeed to be regretted, but such perfectly
adequate grounds can be assigned for it that it furnishes no argu-
ment for the tardy creation of the code itself.

It would be desirable, on grounds of completeness, to conclude
this sketch by a detailed examination of the internal arguments
which have been urged against the genuineness of the decemviral
legislation ; but here the serious question arises, Bo such argu-
ments, in their pure form (that is, when they are not supported by
external evidence drawn from the history of the nation itself),
deserve examination or admit of refutation ? It may be said
generally that any imaginative critic can take any system of law
and, if circumstance* permit him to know sufficiently little about
the past history of the nation to which it belongs, can develope
anachronisms almost at his pleasure. Such Booms to me the
character of Pais'B argument* about the provisions of the code BO
far as they relate to testamentary disposition, to the marriage
without confarreatio or comtptio, to the emancipation of the son.
Snch doubte seem to be the fruit of that dualism which pervades
the whole of Roman law—a dualism probably to be formulated in
the terms 'patrician' and 'plebeian.' The explanation of the
liberalism of the decemvir* U perhaps to be found in the fact that
in most cases they made plebeian custom a possible law for the
whole community; but, as legal history only begins for us with
the Twelve Tables, it is impossible for us to estimate the degree of
their liberalism or the extent of their work of innovation. Else*
where the critic ia on firmer ground. He can point to incon-
sistencies in the traditions as to the date of the prohibition of
cremation in the city," as to the use of the term meridie* in the
Tables;" but who can determine whether in such cases the tradi-
tion unfavourable to the Tables may not be a sheer blunder on
the part of its trantmitter ? The only serious argument, resting on
external evidence, against the authenticity of a provision of the
code is that connected with the history of Eoman currency. The
mention of the as and of wiciariwn ftmu is held to be an indication
of a date later than the middle of the fifth century. Bat there
seems to be even now Borne difference of opinion among numis-
matists as to the propriety of attributing Borne form of the libral
as to the decemviral period," and even if it were certain that such

•• P*U, Storia di Homo, L p. C7B.
° Tba oonflkt liu bttwaau (Hlllm, xrlL 3. 10 (of. Cantor. 28, 8), ted Pliny

(H. y. riL 213). BehOU (p. 11) i^arda Pllnj'i dtniftl of thli oja of msridtm u i
•b*er blonder. H« giro % list of inch m'tUfrtt In Tmrious fttitbon, nmi of whom
(Uka OiJai) i n Joriits.

- S*nnrer (CucA. da aiUm, HSm. ifttxttrou, 1883, p. 14 toU.) pUots U* «rm-
nanotmmt of the [no* of <xi ffrw* at Bonn ai tb* middle of th« focjth osnbuy.

('AM rod* dgnmiam it grait,' In Btvitta Itaiiana di Numiwmatioa, ir. 1001,
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an attribution was impossible, we might still believe in a provision
u to the rate of interest and need only allow that a later equivalent
has been inserted both as regards fines and interest to make the
terms of the law effective.*

Yet, unsubstantial as are the majority of suoh arguments, which
are based either on detailed inconsistencies of tradition or on a priori
viewa of unauitability to the times,70 the system of criticism which
gives them the first place is preferable to that which lays almost
exclusive stress on external literary evidence, the system which,
according to Lambert, follows the ' sane historic method' of
examining each testimony with reference to the date at which it
was composed. Such a system is admirable where it is applicable.
It may be applied with success to a great and continuous mass of
medieval or modern literature, it may even—but with much more
doubtful chances of success—be employed in connexion with the
thin literatures of the ancient world, when these profess to convey
definitely historical facte. But to appeal to the chances of allusion
in the scanty fragments of prae-Ciceronian literature is not merely
hazardous, but almost futile/1 The a priori grounds for believing
that the decemvirate and the Twelve Tables were mentioned by
the early annalists are Btrong, for Paetus, Stilo, Tuditanus, and
Cicero knew these annals and we do not. On the other hand,
when we consider the character of the extant prae-Ciceronian
literature, the a potttriori grounds for disbelieving in such a
mention are extremely weak. In no instance savo in that of
Plautus does the silence of our authorities deserve to excite a
genuine surprise ; and the silence is in this case concerned rather
with a name than with a fact.

But is there any ground for confidence in the reality of the
decemvirate and the code save that supplied by the probability that
those of our extant writera who apeak of the Twelve Tables are the
inheritors of a continnous line of hidden literary tradition ? There
is another, and that is the essential probability and consistency of
the tradition itself. From this point of view the fact of a
fifth-century code must be considered aa well as its details. Is
codification at thin period an anachronism ? Certainly, if with Pais
we reject practically all the traditions of the early history of Borne;

pp. 75, 70) admits a date u i*rij as tb* deeemrirtU for torn* of the brooM quadri-
laterals.

" Bates of intartst might easily har« b«*n rtokmtd in at» rod* or, at a rtili
•ariin period, in eatil* or arcn grain.

*• Lambert in bis Lhvtt Ciril Campari (pp. 011, 813) obJwU to the wmptaary
ordinances md th* tnoctatian dam* of the TabUa. Bat the point which dittln-
gnithat the former from mart of th* Ui*r ordinances on luxury ij that they refer to
funerarg olwarranoea—that Is, to a religions and family obligation. Aj to UM latt«r,
mU* of •wocUttoo a n on* of tba flnt proWemj that a doreloplng aodaty has to fae*.
We may compare tht tradition aboot Nam*1* gilds.

n Lambert bims*U raoognliti the danger (La Question ds VAutktniicUi, Aeu, p. S3.
c 3
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certainly not, if we retain them. One who takes the latter view
ahoold rather confine his wonder to the circumstance of the com-
parative latenees of the code. The work attributed to Servius
Tullius resembles in some respects that of Solon, in other respects
that of his supposed contemporary Gleisthenes. But there is one
important difference. The work of Solon was accompanied, that
of Cleisthenes preceded, by a code ; and even before Solon there
was Draco. In Rome a renewed political organisation, and perhaps
a renewed judicature, "were unaccompanied by a code. That is a
singular fact in her early history ; bat it is a singularity which makes
the work of the decemvirate a comparatively late incident in her
life. But consistency in essentials is a still better index of the
probability of a tradition than the mere suitability to the times of
the facts which it enshrines. The extreme difficulty of the creation,
especially by Hellenic minds, of such a stmoture as the history of
the early Roman constitution is an element in criticism of which
Paifl has taken too little account. In spite of the absurdity and
improbability of many details the grand lines of the structure still
remain, indestructible because they are the work of nature, not of
man. How fares it with the Twelve Tables from this point of
view ? Its late compiler (if we may pass from Pais's to Lambert's
doctrine) was certainly a marvellously cautious and consistent man.
He must have known his history by heart, for it cannot be proved
th&t he has introduced any essential element that belongB to a
period later than the fifth century. But he seems to have forgotten
something, and something of importance—nothing less than the
plebs and its magistrates. Would Paetus have done this ? Were
there no brocardt juridtque* that had reference to the Ux lacrata
and the sacrosanct magistrates of the people ? We can understand
the omission well enough, if the code belongs to the decemvirs.
But who shall explain it if the code belongs to Faetus ?

We may conclude with the merest glance at a subject far too
large for treatment in this place. How is the history of process at
Borne to be rewritten if the Twelve Tables were not in existence
until the second century ? What is the meaning of lex in Ugu actio,
and in contrast to what system was the honorary law of the praetor
developed ? If the tw civile resided chiefly in statutes, why did
these statutes fail to take account of such essentials as the laws of
marriage, testament, adoption, property, and process ? or, if they
did take account of them, why should the essential rules of such
departments of law become specially emhrined in unwritten juristic
maxims ? It may be answered, perhaps, that they are rales of
practice evolved from statute, or even perhaps rules of cuttom
which hmd never received statutory sanction. The second answer
cannot be literally correct, unless we disbelieve in all the early laws
ol appeal, for the provocatio was mentioned in the Twelve Tables.Jl

™ Ole. D% Etp. U. 81,-M.
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The first solution is at least conceivable, although it would not explain
the very close connexion of actio with lex which ifl insisted on by
Gains," for to ba»e the verbal accuracy of a form of process
on a legal maxim is not precisely the same thing as basing it on a
lex, and we can scarcely hold that this verbal correepondence of
action to law was first developed by the commentators of the second
century. But both solutions ignore a very important literary fact.
This is, that-the leading maxims of Boman civil law could not have
remained unwritten until the time of Paetus. The actions at least
to which they gave riBe must have appeared ages before in that
portion of the praetor's album which dealt with the civil law. And
is it likely that successive praetors based the main portion of their
jurisdiction on a law transmitted by verbal tradition ?T4

Here we may conclude our survey of the character and results
of the new theory of the origin of the Twelve Tables. It is only
fair to add that there is one type of argument employed by the
authors of this and similar theories which has not been noticed
in the present summary. They appeal to the casea where in
other ages and in other lands systems of customary law have been
falsely attributed to specific human legislators or to certain definite
epochs. They appeal to the Hebrew Books of the Covenant, to the
Koran, to the Hindu Dharma-sutraa, to the Irish Customs, to the
laws of Solon, Zaleucus, and Charond&s,TI to the attribution of the
creation of a parliament to Magna C&rta.71 I am &i from
ignoring the value of such analogies. They i t least reveal the
possibility of erroneous attribution. But they scarcely enter into
the sphere of evidence unless the source of the deception in each of
these cases (presuming such a deception to exist) can be shown to
be similar to that which has tainted the tradition relating to the
Twelve Tables. For such an investigation (one far larger than
that which I have actually undertaken) I have had no space, even
if I possessed the knowledge requisite for its fulfilment. I have
preferred to confine the controversy as to the authenticity of the
Twelve Tables within the limits of Boman history and of the Greek
and Latin sources from which this history is construct*!. The
sourcei are undeniably defective, and unfortunately there is little
probability of their ever becoming fuller and purer. But I have
been unable to share the view of the newest school of criticism that
the taint consists not in the occasional ignorance of the truth, but
in the wholesale construction of falsehood, and to attribute to an
age of literary cultivation and juristic refinement an ignorance and
a credulity the appearance of which would be surprising even in an
unlettered period of civic life- A. H. J. GBEKMDOE.

IT. 11.
dlfflenltjkTMHTnil, if we adopt I*mbert'i later rlsw («* aborm, p, 4, n. 6) of

IT* r*d*otiou of jmistie ruka, bnt it li •earoalj nmond. For prootdon voold
ben b* bawd on a print* oompflation, whioh had no puhlie authority behind i t

" LwnUrt, p, S8, ™ Fall, L Ufl.
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